
 

JEANNETTE CATHY CHILDCARE CENTER PIKMYKID CARPOOL INSTRUCTIONS 

Please read the traffic navigation instructions for your first day on campus.  It will be very busy and maybe even a tad 

chaotic. Please allow additional time as we all come together again. Welcome JCCC Lincoln! 

Please adhere to the new traffic patterns during carpool hours. Our signs will arrive in 2 weeks. Until then please look for 

the traffic cones and physical presence of a staff member showing you the way. 

Here are the changes during Pikmykid drop off and pick up. All other times, adhere to the permanent markings of 

installed signs and arrows. Pikmykid Carpool mobile signage will have blue writing and green arrows when it arrives on 

campus. 

All traffic coming on campus must have their gate tag and key fob for access. Please ensure you have these two items to 

access the campus and the buildings. 

All traffic moves one way. Please refrain from traveling between parking spaces, cutting between cars and utilizing 

your phone while traveling on campus. Car must be shut off unless occupied.  Children should not occupy the car 

without supervision. Thank you for keeping our children, families and staff safe. 

Pikmykid carpool users Buildings B and C: 

Drop off at Buildings B (The Sierras) & C (The Woodlands) – Please continue moving straight and take the last left, 

passing the natural playground and moving up to the carpool shade. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Building B and C carpool users, travel 

straight to Bldg B and C Carpool access. 



Pikmykid carpool users Building A: 

Drop off at Building A (The Treehouse) – Please continue moving straight and take the second left (middle aisle), 

passing the first entrance into the new building, and moving down the middle parking lot aisle. Go to the end and 

make a left and then another left to access the front of Building A. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

At the end of the parking aisle, please watch for merging traffic as you turn left and then left again to arrive in 

Building A’s carpool line. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Use middle aisle 

to park, access 

ramp switchback, 

navigate to Bldg A 

carpool drop off. 

Building A carpool users take the middle 

parking aisle to the end of the lane. 

CAUTION! Merging 

Traffic from the right. 



Final traffic movement to access Building A’s carpool line. 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Upon leaving Building A’s carpool line travel straight and merge left into the entry lane of the campus. 

 

 

To Bldg A Drop Off 

Merge into JCCC Campus entry lane 

and take an immediate left down 

middle aisle. 

Building A Carpool Access 



Take your immediate left down the middle aisle and depart the campus by making a final left to the exit lane of the 

campus 

 

CONGRATULATIONS, YOU JUST PARTICIPATED IN YOUR FIRST PIKMYKID CARPOOL! 

For families with children in buildings on our upper and lower campus (Buildings B & C and Building A) please drop off or 

pick up at Buildings B & C first before moving forward, turning left and then following the arrows from the Building A 

carpool access picture to the front of Building A. Then follow the departure picture to exit the campus. 

These traffic patterns will be in effect during the following times: 

Morning Drop Off – 7:45 am to 9:00 am 

Afternoon Pick Up – 4:30 pm to 5:45 pm 

If you arrive outside of these timeframes to walk in and upon exiting find yourself within the timeframe, please 

adhere to the new traffic pattern accordingly. 

Questions? 

Please reach out to Marcia Riggins, Sr. Office Manager, Building A at Marcia.riggins@brighthorizons.com or Aneshia 

Maddox, Administrative Assistant, Building B at Aneshia.maddox@brighthorizons.com.  

Thank you, 

Your JCCC Leadership Team 

Use middle aisle to exit campus after Building A carpool. 
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